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Description

```php
$queryBuilder->expr()->comparison(  
    $queryBuilder->expr()->trim($fieldName),  
    ExpressionBuilder::EQ,  
    $queryBuilder->createNamedParameter('', \PDO::PARAM_STR)
);```

Associated revisions

Revision 7db75b02 - 2017-01-11 20:58 - Oliver Hader
[FEATURE] Add possibility to create TRIM expression with Doctrine DBAL

This adds the possibility to create TRIM expressions using the ExpressionBuilder like shown in the following example:

```php
$queryBuilder->expr()->comparison(  
    $queryBuilder->expr()->trim($fieldName),  
    ExpressionBuilder::EQ,  
    $queryBuilder->createNamedParameter('', \PDO::PARAM_STR)
);```
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